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Abstract: We examine regions of absolute stability of s-stage xplicit Runge-Kutta-NystrOm (R-K-N) methods of 
order s for s = 2, 3, 4 for y"  ffi f(x, y, y') by applying these methods to the test equation: y" + 2ay" + f l2y  ~ O, a ,  
fl/> 0, a + fl > 0. We also examine the regions of absolute stability of Runge-Kutta (R-K) methods for first order 
differential equations of respective orders. Interestingly, it turns out that regions of absolute stability of R-K methods 
and R-K-N methods of respective orders for which the asymptotic relative rror does not deteriorate are identical. 
Our present investigations are in continuation of the recent results of Chawla and Sharma [1]. 
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1. Introduction 
We consider the general second order nonl inear initial value problem: 
y"=f (x ,  y, y'), Y(Xo)=Yo, Y'(Xo)=Y;. (1.1) 
In the present paper  we examine regions of absolute stabil ity of s-stage explicit R -K -N  methods 
of  orders s for s = 2, 3, 4, and also regions of absolute stabil ity of R -K  methods of respective 
orders for first order differential  equations, by applying these to the test equation: 
y"+2ay '+f l2y=O,  a, f l>~0, a+f l>0.  (1.2) 
It is well known that all s-stage explicit R -K  methods of order s have the same stability region 
for each s = 2, 3, 4. This is not true for general R -K -N  methods. For  R -K -N  methods with the 
addit ional  requirement that the asymptot ic  relative error funct ion F~ should not deteriorate, this 
f reedom is removed and the stabil ity regions of these s-stage R-K -N  methods of order s are 
again uniquely determined by s for each s = 2, 3, 4. As in [1] we shall consider only those 
R-K -N  methods for which the asymptot ic  relative error does not deteriorate. Interestingly, we 
find that the regions of absolute stabil ity of these R-K -N  methods and the convent ional  R -K  
methods of  respective orders when appl ied to the test equat ion (1.2) in its equivalent first order 
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form are identical; these regions are shown in Figs. 1-3. In order not to repeat ourselves we 
assume a familiarity with the discussion of R -K -N  methods given in Chawla and Sharma [1]. 
Included also are the regions of absolute stability of the classical fourth order R -K -N  method 
(which lacks satisfying the property that F~ does not deteriorate) and for the fourth order R -K  
method due to Merson which is widely used for first order ordinary differential equations. Our 
present results generalize the results of Chawla and Sharma [1]. In particular, note that the 
solutions of the present test equation (1.2) are exponentially decaying if a, fl > 0 (decaying 
exponentially if a >/fl and oscillating if a < fl), while the case of pure oscillatory solutions is 
included as a particular case corresponding to a - -0 .  It may be interesting to point out that 
neither the explicit R -K -N  methods nor the R -K  methods for first order differential equations 
possess a non-vanishing interval of periodicity. 
2. Regions of absolute stability of R -K -N  methods 
Consider explicit R -K -N  methods of order s, for s = 2, 3, 4, defined by 
y.+l=y.+hyi+h a,r  + r.(h), yLl=y;+hF.b K,+r2(h), 
i--1 i--1 
where 
(2.1) 
Ki=/(x. ,  yo, y:), 
Ki= f x .  + ctih, y. + a, hy" + h 2 ~. flijKg, y" + h ]~ )'ij , i=  2(1)s, 
j --1 j--1 
and T.(h), T ' (h )= O(h~+l). The equations of conditions governing the parameters of various 
order R -K -N  methods can be found in [3]. 
Let I". = (p., hp') x denote the numerical approximation for Y. = (y,,, hy') r obtained by a 
method defined by (2.1), neglecting T.(h), T'(h). When a method (2.1) is applied to the test 
equation (1.2), we may write 
Y .+ I - -R  ~'., n=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  (2.2) 
where R = R(H 1, /-/2) and we have set ah = H 1, flh = H 2. Let hL2 denote the eigenvalues of the 
matrix R. 
Definition 2.1 A region H in the H 1, H2-plane ( H x, H 2 > 0) will be called a region of absolute 
stability for a method defined by (2.1) if, for all H 1, H E ~H,  thx,2[ < 1. An interval J along the 
H2-axis will be called an interval of periodicity for a method if, with H 1 = 0, the eigenvalues ~1,2 
of R are complex conjugates and each of modulus one for all H 2 ~ J. An interval I along the 
Hi-axis will be called an interval of (weak) stability for a method if, with H 2 -- 0, the eigenvalues 
of R are such thatA 1 = 1 and [AEI < 1 for all H 1 ~ I. 
We note that the eigenvalues hi. 2 of R are given by the roots of the quadratic: 
p(X)=X2- tX  +d,  (2.3) 
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where t = trace(R), d = determinant(R). Under the transformation ?~ = (1 + z)/(1 - z), we 
obtain 
(1 - z)2p((1 + z ) / (1  - z ) )  = z2(1 + t + d)  +2z(1  - d)  +(1 - t + d).  (2.4) 
Now, by the Routh-Hurwitz criterion the roots X m will lie within the unit circle provided: 
l+t+d>0,  l -d>0,  1 - t+d>0,  
or  
l+t+d<0,  l -d<0,  1 - t+d<0.  
In the following it will be convenient to set 
u = ( , ,h )  /3 = (Bh)  
(2.5a) 
(2.5b) 
(2.6) 
2.1. Absolute stability o f  second order R -K -N  methods 
For s = 2, the general family of second order R -K -N  methods M2(a2; a2, b2; f121) is given in 
[1]. In order that for these methods F~ does not deteriorate, we must have a 2 = fl21 = 0, and then 
the family is M2(a2; 0; b2; 0). Now, if R = (rij), then for the family M2(a2; 0; b2; 0) we obtain 
r n = 1 -- ½v, r12 = 1 - -  U 1/2,  r21 = - -o  -~- u l /Eo ,  r22 = 1 - 2u  1/2 + 2u - ½o. 
For these methods, 
1 + t + d = 4 - 4u 1/2 + 4u - l /1/2/) - V + _~/32 > 0,  
for all u, v >/0, and the absolute stability conditions (2.5a) imply 
C1: v+4( ] -u  1 /2)>0,  
(72: 2u 1/2 - 2u + ul/2v - ~v 2 > 0. (2.7) 
The region defined by (2.7) is shown in Fig. 1. It is easy to check that for these methods the 
interval of weak stability is (0, 1). 
2.2 Regions o f  absolute stability o f  third order R -K -N  methods 
The general families of third order R -K -N  methods are given in [1]. Those families of 
methods for which F~ does not deteriorate are M3(a 2, a3; 0; 0; 0) with a 2, a 3 free, 
M3(1)(0; b3; 0, 0), 3'/(2)(0; b3; 0, 0) with b 3 free. For all these methods, if R = (%), we obtain 
r l l ' - - -  1- -1v+lvu  1/2, r12 = 1 - -u  1/2 +2u- - iv ,  
r21 = -v  + ul/2v + ~v 2 -  ~uv, r:2 = 1 - 2u 1/2 + 2u-  ~u 3 /2 -  ½v + ~ul/Ev. 
Thus for these methods, 
1 + t + d = 4 - 4u  1/2 + 4[, - ~u 3/z - v + ul/Zv + 2uv - ~2v 2 - ~ua/Zv2 + I v3 > O, 
for all u, v >1 0, and the absolute stability conditions (2.5a) give 
1/32 - + + 1 -  > 0,  
C,:  2u 1/2 - 2u  + {u  3/2 + 1~/3 2 - {u/3 + 1ul/2/32 - - 1 /33  > 0 .  (2.8) 
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The region defined by (2.8) is shown in Fig. 2. Note that for all these methods the interval of 
weak stability is (0, 1.58). 
2.3. Regions of absolute stability of fourth order R -K -N  methods 
For s = 4, the general families of fourth order R -K -N  methods are given in [1]. Those 
methods for which F~ does not deteriorate are methods of the families M4(~t 2, a3; 0, 0, 0) with 
a2, a 3 free, M4tl)(b3; 0, 0, 0), M~2)(b3; 0, 0, 0) with b 3 free, M4t3)(b4; 0, 0, 0) with b 4 free. For all 
lilt 
I , I i [ I I I I . 
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Fig. 1. Region of absolute stability for second order R-K-N methods. 
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Fig. 2. Region of absolute stability for third order R-K-N methods. 
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these methods, if R = (rq), we obtain 
r11 = 1 -½v + ½ul/2v + ~v 2 -~uv,  
r12 = 1 - u 1/2 + 2u - 1u3/2 - i v  + lu l /2o ,  
r22 = 1 -  2u 1/2+ 2u- -~u 3/2 + 2u2-½v+ 2u l /2v-½uv + ~v 2. 
Thus for all fourth order R -K -N  methods, 
1 +t+ e= 4-  4.1/2 + 4u-~.  3/2 + ~u 2 + v( -1  + ul/2-2u-}u 3/2) 
+ ~v2(1 + u '/2 + u) -  ~v3(1 + u '/2) + 5--~6 v4 > 0, 
for all u, v >/0, and the absolute stability conditions (2.5) give 
C5:1 - u '/2 + }u-  ½u 3/2 + ~v( -  1 + u '/2 + u) -  7~(1 + u' /2)v 2 + 5-}-~v 3 > O, 
C6: 2u ' /2 -  2u + ~u 3/2 - ~u 2 + ½uv - ~v2(  u '/2 + u) + ~(1  + ul/2)v3 - 5--~v" > O. 
(2.9) 
The region defined by (2.9) is shown in Fig. 3. Note that the interval of weak stability for all 
these methods is (0, 1.94). 
3. Reg ions  of  absolute stabil ity of  R -K  methods  
Consider the test equation (1.2) written as 
(yt (0 by' =Alhy ] A= _B h l/h). 
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Fig. 3. Region of absolute stabil ity for fourth order R -K -N  methods. 
(3.1) 
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The general families of R -K  methods of orders s for s = 2, 3, 4 can be found in Ralston and 
Rabinowitz [5]. Applying an R-K  method of order s, s = 2, 3, 4, to (3.1) it can be shown that 
where the matrix C is independent of the free parameters available in these methods and is given 
by 
C=I+B+-~. .B  + . . .  + .B  ~, s=2,3 ,4 ,  (3.2) 
where 
B=hA=(  0 1 )  
-o  -2~ " 
For each s = 2, 3, 4, it can now be varified that C is identical with the matrix R of R -K -N  
methods of respective orders. Hence regions of absolute stability of R -K  methods are identical 
with the regions of absolute stability of R -K -N  methods of respective orders for s = 2, 3, 4, for 
which the asymptotic relative error function F~ does not deteriorate. 
4. Regions of absolute stability of classical fourth order R-K-N  and Merson's methods 
We include regions of absolute stability of the classical fourth order R -K -N  method and for 
the fourth order R -K  method due to Merson which is widely used for first order ordinary 
differential equations. Note that the classical fourth order R -K -N  method lacks satisfying the 
property that F~ does not deteriorate. 
4.1. Region of absolute stability of the classical fourth order R -K -N  method 
For the classical fourth order R -K -N  method [2, p. 537], the stability matrix R = (rij) is given 
by 
r n = 1 -½v + ½ul /2v-~uv + ~4v2-~sul/2v , 
r12 = 1 - u '/2 + 2u-½u3/2 -~v + ~u l /2v -  2~uv, 
r~ = -v  + u~/2v - ~uv + ~u~/2v + ~v 2 - ~ua/2v 2 + ~u:  - ~v  ~ + ~u l :o  ~, 
,, [ ! -t- _2 ,,1/2 __ r22 1 --  2U 1/2 + 2u - 4u3/2 + 2u2 + v l , -  2 -3  *~ lu  + l u3 /2 )  
+.2(~-  ~u1/2 + ~u). 
Thus for the classical fourth order R -K -N  method, 
1 + t + d = 4 - 4u  1/2 + 4u  - 8u3/2 -[- -~u 2 "[- u(  - 1 -[- u 1/2 - 2u "[" 16 u3/2 ) 
-[-U2(l~ " l ul/2 ) -'['- V3(---~88 -{- 1-~ul/2 ) > 0 , 
for all u, v >1 O, and the absolute stability conditions (2.5a) are 
C7:1  - u 1/2 + 2u -- lU3/2 + U( -  1-~ + 1"~ u' /2 -- ~4 u)  + U2( - ~88 + 1-'~ u l /2 )  > 0, 
(4.1) 
Cs: 2u ' /2 -  2u + ~u 3 /2 -  23u2 -Jr l~u3/2u Jr luo  2 "I- u3( 2 -~- I -~  u l /2 )  > O. 
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The region defined by (4.1) is shown in Fig. 4. Note that the interval of weak stability for this 
method is (0, 1.94). 
4.2. Region of absolute stability of Merson's method 
For Merson's method [4, p. 131] the stability matrix C -- (cu) is given by 
Cl l  = 1 - ½o + ½u'/2v + ~o z - ~uo + ~u3/2v - ~u ' /Zv  2, 
c,2 = 1 - u a/2 + 2u - ~v + ~ua/2v - ~u 3/2 + l-~v 2 - ~uv + {u 2, 
c=, = - .  + u'/=o + k. = - ] .o  + ku3/=. -ku ' /=o=-~o3 + ~u.  = -~u=o, 
c22 = 1 - 2u ' /z + 2u-  ½o +2u ' /20-  ~u ' /z + hv  2 -  ½uo +2u2 
-- hu' /2V2 + }uX/2V -- 2u5/2. 
Thus for Merson's method, 
1 + t + d= 4 -  4u ]/2 + 4u-  ~u 3/2 + ~u 2 -  ~u 5/2 
+v( -1  + u'/Z - 2u + 2u ' /z + }u2 ) + o2( ~-  ~u ' /Z  - ~u - ~6u3/= ) 
1 5 +v'(~-~u ]/2 + ~u) -  ~-~2s(1 + u ' /2 )v  4 +2-may >0,  
for all u, v >t 0, and the absolute stability conditions (2.5a) give 
G:  1 - u '/2 + Ju - }u '/2 + ~u 2 + v ( -  ~ + ~u ]/2 - ~6u - ~u '/2 ) + 
~ C8 
~t 
kl , I j I i I l I 
2 4, 6 B I0 u 
Fig. 4. Region of absolute stability for classical fourth order R -K -N  methods. 
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Fig. 5. Region of absolute stability for Merson's method. 
1/2 - 17- (1 + ' >0,  
C10: 2u 1/2 - 2u + ~u '/2 - 2u2 + }u 5/2 + v (~u a/2 - -~u 2) + v2( 7~u 1/2 + ~6u + ~u 3/2) 
-v ' ( l -a~u l /2+~16u)+17-~(1+ui /2 )v"  ' ' - 2--~v > 0. (4.2) 
The region defined by (4.2) is shown in Fig. 5. Note that the interval of weak stability for this 
method is (0, 3.15). 
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